AdaptivCOOL Saves InteQ
30% Annually in Data Center
Cooling Energy Costs

Background

The Demand Based Cooling Approach
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InteQ’s data center was suffering from hot spots due to

Demand Based Cooling (DBC) is a holistic approach to

airflow inefficiencies. These inefficiencies included uneven
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their Computer Room Air Conditioners (CRAC) to capacity
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creating an overcooled data center. While this was successful
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in removing all hot spots, it dramatically increased the energy

industry best practices, and a patented active airflow

consumption.

management system; DBC created a cooling efficiency
improvement of 30% for InteQ.

InteQ was concerned with operating costs associated with
overcooling which led InteQ to seek cost effective solutions
for their energy consumption crisis.
Before DBC
Fig 1.) The data center had server racks at a wide
temperature range of 60-78o F. With all CRAC’s in
operation the hotter racks were kept at acceptable
temperatures while several racks were overcooled.
DBC narrowed the intake temperature spread to
72-78o F with less CRACs through proper airflow
management.

With DBC

Path to Active Airflow Management
AdaptivCOOL’s Computational Fluid Dynamics analyses and
engineering were able to create the optimum solution for InteQ’s

Before:

thermal and airflow issues. The CFD modeling and testing found
the perfect installation architecture for DBC’s dynamic airflow
system and best practices.
Installation of networked under-floor and overhead air movers
in conjunction with a Cooling Resource Manager and CRAC
controller allowed proper airflow control within the data center.
This enabled three out of five CRAC’s to be put in hot-standby
allowing for added cooling redundancy and energy savings all
while keeping the data center thermally safe.
“AdaptivCOOL has made our data center’s cooling
system far more efficient. We are finally in control
of energy costs and confident to add any type of IT
equipment into the room.”
-Santhana Krishnan, Chairman and CEO

Fig. 2) The data center was using all 5 CRAC’s to overcool the room in order
to eliminate hot spots.

After:

The Demand Based Cooling solution ensured proper airflow
management and a more energy efficient data center. This
provided the energy savings that InteQ was in search of.
Energy Savings
AdaptivCOOL’s Environmental Management Services (EMS)
proactively manages thermal health of this data center. A team
of dedicated Environmental Management Technicians (EMT)
are assigned to the site and have full responsibility of managing
and monitoring all set-points, temperature readings and cooling
load. Through the EMS program, AdaptivCOOL guarantees
energy savings or increased cooling capacity.
With AdaptivCOOL’s patented methodology for airflow
management and CRAC control, InteQ reduced its cooling costs
by 30% for an annual savings of $52,424. The EMS monthly data
can be found on Page 3 of this report.

Fig. 3) With DBC, 3 CRAC’s were able to be put into standby through the use
of airflow management allowing the servers to run at safe temperature
levels.

InteQ Recorded Energy Usage & Savings
The following chart is data recorded by AdaptivCOOL’s Environmental Management Services at InteQ’s data center from October
2009 to September 2010. This chart reflects InteQ’s energy usage in the entire data center, servers, and cooling hardware. In
addition, it displays the costs that were associated with the energy consumption as well as monthly savings. The Baseline information
was taken prior to Demand Based Cooling installation.
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1. Baseline reading was a snapshot taken at the initial audit.
2. DBC reacted to an increase in thermal load for the month of August by activating 2 standby CRAC’s, which added an additional 40 tons of cooling. This kept
rack temperatures at safe levels and ensured the thermal health of the data center.

